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2 Introduction
During the last years consumers have been integrated into product or concept
development process in order to uncover and discover unarticulated consumer needs
and product dynamics early in the development process. This is important as nowadays
the real innovations on food product market are limited, but the food product offering on
the market is huge and so the money from the consumers highly contented. Especially,
today the market is a global or at least European market. Therefore, manufacturers need
to understand not only the needs of their national target group/consumers, they also
need to understand the attitude of consumers from other European countries towards
their products in order to be successful.
The intention of this deliverable is to give an overview of sensory perception and of
existing methods which can be applied in internal or external sensory testing. This is
important as an appropriate application of these sensory methods is necessary to
implement products on the market. Consumer tests are necessary to understand
consumer wishes and acceptances of the products. But in-house sensory analysis is as
important as external sensory analysis because it reduces costs.
It is not the intension to give a highly scientific overview, the practical
usefulness of this paper comes to the fore. Thus, appropriate small notepads
with good practise recommendations and important hints have been
added as well as tables with possible and not possible deductions from the graphical
presentations of results.
This is of outstanding importance as otherwise the results are easily overestimated and
lead to misinterpretation and to wrong conclusions for product development or marketing
in worst case.
This paper is envisaged to be a guideline for companies from Germany and Denmark to
implement sensory analysis in their companies and to assist them organise market test
on both markets.

2.1

Terminology

In the following section, first the general terminology of sensory analysis is defined.
Second, the process of sensory perception is described on a basic level as it is important
to understand the order and interrelations of the sense if a product is perceived by a
human. This helps to plan and design sensory studies e.g. consumer acceptance tests.
2.1.1 Human subjects as instruments and their senses
In the sensory analysis the human is used as an instrument like in a gaschromatographically analysis e.g.: the human senses (vision, hearing, taste, feeling)
receive an impulse and transmit it to the brain where it is translated into a cognitive
dimension.

It exist a common opinion about the order of perception. Figure 1 shows the way of
perception, starting with the appearance of the product, followed by the odour and
consistency and texture. Finally, the taste, flavour and chemical feelings are perceived.
Sensory perception itself “is defined as awareness of the effects of single or multiple
sensory stimuli”. It is the point where a human can say: “it tastes sweet(s)” (e.g.).

Appearance

Odour

consistency and
texture

Flavor (taste,
aromatics,
chemical
feelings)

Figure 1 Schematic order of perception

Unfortunately, the human is not a machine, so there are overlaps in the sensory
perception of attributes. In order to understand the overlaps, the general working of
senses needs to be understood. In the following section each of the senses is described
with livid examples.

Sense of vision
The appearance of a product is perceived by the sense of vision. In this case, light
enters through the lens of an eye, the retina where the rods (monochrome perception;
black/white) and cones (colour vision) convert it to neutral impulses that travel to the
brain via the optic nerve.

Appearance
So, the appearance is the first contact with the product and of utmost importance for all
products. Very often purchase decisions are only made on base of the appearance of the
product/package. Interestingly, the look of a
product has a direct impact on other senses.
It provokes expectation which have been gained
during food history. Looking e.g. at Figure 2, it
directly has impact on salivation as a sour and
fruity taste is expected.

Because consumers are not able to fade out the
appearance of a product, it is important to

Figure 2 Even the look on a picture with sour and

consider this in planning a consumer test or a

fruity things can evoke salivation.

sensory study.

Table 1 shows some general attributes of the appearance and some examples.
Table 1 Appearance attributes and examples

Typical appearance attributes

Example

Colour

Red, green, light, dark

Size and shape

Length, thickness, width, square

Surface texture

Dullness, shininess, roughness

Clarity

Haze, presence or absence of particle

Carbonation

Degree of bubbles

Factors influencing the vision


In most cases the appearance of a product must be evaluated before the product
is tasted in order to reduce the interrelationship of the evaluations.

Olfactory sense
The odour of a product is perceived via the receptor cells which are located in the
olfactory epithelium. Volatile molecules are sensed via two different ways. The first way
is the direct detection, the orthonasal odour. This is the impression called “odour”.
Secondly, the volatile substances are also perceived via the
retronasal connection and can be described as flavour-bymouth. This impression appears when human chew and
swallow the food. Through the nasopharyngeal passage the
volatile molecules diffuse on the olfactory epithelia.
Figure 3 Perception of the
volatile molecules is possible

Odours are highly associated to the memory and emotional

via the nose directly or via

area of the brain. Known odours which have been perceived

mouth.

once in a pleasant context, are always perceived as pleasant
and good odours. Typical example is the smell of the dentist.

Table 2 shows different examples of odour attributes. These impressions are perceivable
via orthonasal and retronasal perception.
Table 2 Odour attributes and examples

Typical odour attributes

Example

Nutty

Hazelnut

Flowery

Rose, Violet

Cheesy

Gouda

Spicy

Different herbs and spices

Factors influencing the odour


Health status has a high impact on perception of the odour.



Most of what we “taste” is what we “smell”.

Sense of taste
The sense of taste is mainly located on the surface of
the tongue. But also the mucosa cells of the throat
have a certain amount of taste receptor cells. These
cells lay in the taste buds which are differently
distributed over the tongue surfaces. Humans are only
able to taste five different qualities, the so called basic
taste qualities sweet, sour, bitter, salty and umami.

Figure 4 Most of the receptors can be

The sensitivity for each of the taste qualities is highly

found on the surface of the tongue;

influenced by the daily food. People eating very salty

source: microsoft

have a high threshold for salty impressions e.g. need
a higher concentration of salty compounds in order to taste them. This habituation to
certain compounds can easily be changed by reducing the amount of salt in the diet.
Table 3 Taste attributes and examples

Typical taste attributes

Example

Sweet

Sucrose; Sweets

Sour

Citric acids; lemon

Bitter

Caffeine, quinine, coffee, tea or beer

Salty

Sodium chloride, goulash

Umami

Glutamate,
mushrooms

naturally

in

meat,

tomatoes

and

Factors influencing the taste


Concentration of the taste stimulus



Temperature



Viscosity



Rate



Duration in the mouth



Distribution in the mouth



Chemical state of saliva

Sense of touch
The sense of touch can be divided into somethesis (tactile sense, skin-feel) and
kinesthesis (pressure e.g.) perception. In the skin surface, epidermis, dermis and
subcutaneous lay nerve endings which perceive the stimuli and transmit it to the brain.
Attributes associated with sense of touch are viscosity, consistency and texture of a food
product.
Table 4 Consistency attributes and examples

Typical haptical attributes

Example

Firmness

Bread

Sticky

Honey

Springy

Chewing gum

Table 5 Texture attributes and examples

Typical haptical attributes

Example

Smooth

Peach

Powdery

Flour

Grainy

Rice pudding

Table 6 Viscosity attributes and examples

Typical haptical attributes

Example

Juicy

Fruits

Oily

Oil

Greasy

Cheese

Trigeminal sense
Some ingredients of food products are perceived via the
trigeminal sense. These are chemical substances like
ammonia, ginger or menthol. They are not bounded to
receptors of the taste buds or olfactory epithelia. These
compounds stimulate the trigeminal nerve ends. By
doing it they are causing perceptions such as burn, heat

or

pungency.
For consumers e.g. it is very difficult to distinguish
between sense of taste, olfactory and trigeminal
sensations.

Table 7 Attributes of the trigeminal sense and examples

Typical attributes of trigeminal Example
sensations
Burn

Onion, pepper

Pungency

Chili

Cold

Peppermint

Figure 5 Chilis provoke the
typical

reaction

of

trigeminal

sensation; source microsoft

Sense of hearing

The sound wave coming from chewing noises e.g. are
transmitted via the small bones in the middle ear to create
hydraulic motion in the fluid of the inner ear which is sending
impulses to the brain.

Figure 6 Sound of biting into an
Table 8 Hearing attributes and examples

apple is a quality criterion; source:
microsoft

Typical hearing attributes

Example

Crispy

Crisps

Crunchy

Crackle, apple

Queak

Asparagus

2.2

General application of sensory testing

Sensory tests or sensory studies are applicable at all stage of product process. The
following ones are typical areas of application.

1. Product development
This includes steps in product development or product optimisation. If the recipe
is changed or the process modified, it is important to investigate the impact of
these changes on sensory product characteristics. But already in the
development process comparisons of several product samples from own
development or competitors by sensory studies are a useful tool.
2. Quality control
During quality control it is important that all products which leave the
manufacturer are free of sensory deficits. This can be tested by different sensory
methods and is the main work of an in-house panel next to product development.
In quality control sensory standards are developed and defined. Very often
correlations of product characteristics and chemical or physical analysis are of
interest, because they offer the possibility to compare and control sensory quality.
3. Marketing
In marketing all sensory descriptions are interesting, because they can be used to
communicate the product characteristic. Good sensory description and results
from consumer research studies may support advertising claims e.g. such as
(“tastes as good as leading brand”).
4. Market research
The assessment of market potential is the main function here and will be
described in detail in section 4. Sensory studies in market research deal with
acceptance and preference of food products mainly in comparison to competitive
food products. Also questions regarding paying intention and use intention are
typically for sensory market research studies.

sensory
evaluation methods

analytical methods
objective trained
assessors

discrimination tests

hedonic methods
subjective
„naive“ consumers

descriptive analysis

consumer tests

Figure 7 Overview of sensory methods

Altogether, two major groups of sensory evaluation
methods exist: analytical and hedonic methods (see
Figure 7). The group of analytical methods is mainly
carried out by trained assessors. These people have
superior senses and are highly trained on the specific
methods and the products they are testing. The analytical
methods

are

divided

into

discrimination

descriptive analysis (see Figure 8).

tests

and

Figure 8 Trained expert panel;
source: Christian Ebeling; SCAI

The other group consists of hedonic methods and
applies to investigate the subjective and personal opinion

of

of consumers toward a product/products. In other words,
they only tell about a product if it is good or bad, if they
like or dislike the product or a certain attribute of it (see
Figure 7).

Figure 9 Consumer panel; source: Christian
Ebeling; SCAI

3 In-house sensory testing
In-house sensory testing is very common regarding all questions concerning product
quality and product development. Uncommon and not useful is the application of internal
panels for acceptance of preference testing.
3.1

Establishment of an in-house sensory panel

The establishment of an in-house sensory panel is a comprehensive topic and different
requirements have to be fulfilled. This section only summarise these requirements in
short way. If further information is necessary, it is referred to ISO 1991 Guide for
Selection and Training of Assessors.

Panelists in an in-house panel should be familiar with:
1. Test procedures, such as the amount of samples to be tested, delivery systems,
length of test time, disposition of the product.
2. Test questionnaires and instruction for evaluation, terminology and scales for
expressing judgement must be understood and familiar to all panellists.
3. All panellists should have a good health status and appropriate sensory
perception and thresholds.
3.2

Discrimination tests

There exist a lot of discrimination tests that are used in sensory evaluation studies. But
there are three types of discrimination tests that are used most often: paired comparison,
duo-trio and triangle test. Figure 10 gives an overview of the most used methods.

discrimination
tests

„about
everything“

Triangle test

Duo-trio test

attributespecific

A/not A test

Rank-order
test

paired
comparison
test

Figure 10 Overview on mainly applied discrimination tests

As shown in Figure 10 discrimination tests can be divided into the group doing an
evaluation “about everything” and “attribute specific”.
About everything: General question is: “Does a sensory difference exist between
samples?” Test objective is whether subjects can detect any difference at all between the
samples.
Attribute specific: General question is: “How does attribute X differ between samples”.
Test objective is whether subject can detect an attribute specific difference between the
samples.

Triangle Test
Scope and application:


To determine whether product difference result from a change in ingredients,
processing, packaging, or storage.



To determine whether an overall difference exists, where no specific attribute can
be identified as having been affected.



To select and monitor panellists for ability to discriminate given differences.

Typical evaluation sheet of a triangle test

Triangle Test
Name

Sample

Date

In front of you are three coded samples, two are the same and one is different; starting
from the left evaluate the sample and tick the code that is different from the other two.
You may re-evaluate the samples. You must make a choice. Thank You!
948

538

098

Duo-Trio-Test
Scope and application:


To determine whether product difference result from a change in ingredients,
processing, packaging, or storage.



To determine whether an overall difference exists, where no specific attribute can
be identified as having been affected.

Typical evaluation sheet of a duo-trio-test
Duo-Trio-Test
Name

Sample

Date

In front of you are three samples, one marked S and the other two coded; evaluate the
samples starting from left to right, first R and then the other two. Tick the code of the
sample different form S. You may re-taste the samples. You must make a choice.
Thank you!
S

538

098

A/not-A-Test
Scope and application:


To determine whether product difference result from a change in ingredients,
processing, packaging, or storage.



To determine whether an overall difference exists, where no specific attribute can
be identified as having been affected.
“A”-“Not-A”- Test

Name

Sample

Date

Instructions
1. Before taking this test, familiarize yourself with the flavour of the samples “A”
and “Not A” which are available from the supervisor
2. Taste the test sample from left to right. After each sample, record your
response below, rinse your mouth with water and wait until you try the next
sample
Code

Further comments

“A”

“Not A”

Paired comparison test
Scope and application:


To determine which way a particular sensory characteristic differs between two
samples (e.g. which sample is sweeter).

Triangle Test
Name

Sample

Date

In front of you are three coded samples, two are the same and one is different; starting
from the left evaluate the sample and tick the code that is different from the other two.
You may re-evaluate the samples. You must make a choice. Thank You!
948

538

098

Ranking Test

Scope and application:


To determine which way a particular sensory characteristic differs over a number
of samples. Typical amount of samples are 6 to 12.

Ranking Test
Name

Sample

Date

1. Receive the sample tray and note each sample code below according to its
position on the tray
2. Taste the samples from left to right and note the degree of “sweetness”
3. Write 1 in the box of the sample which you find least persistent
4. Write 2 for the next … and so on.
Code
Rank

3.3

Descriptive methods

Descriptive methods include the description and measuring of qualitative and quantitative
sensory characteristics of a food product by trained panellists.
The qualitative dimension of descriptive methods is the perceived sensory parameters
that define the products, e.g. attributes, descriptors or descriptive terms (e.g. vanilla
odour). In the quantitative dimension the degree of each of the descriptive terms is
measured on a scale.

Application for descriptive analysis:
1. Monitor competition: it is important to know how competitive products are varying
to own products. Having such information, the product development is able to
identify product weaknesses and optimisation potential. Of course, it is also
possible to do those reformulation or optimisation without such information, but it
is more precise. Together with information about consumer acceptance, which
might be received via market tests, the company is able to identify drivers of liking
respectively disliking
2. Storage test: similar to discriminative testing, descriptive methods can be applied
to describe and monitor changes during storage. This opens up the possibility to
describe the changes in detail in contrast to just obtaining the results that
something is in or out a certain specification.
3. Product

development:

Before

starting

product

development

or

product

improvement it is important to understand the sensory properties for the target
product.
4. Quality control and sensory specification: for quality control it is important to
define and develop the sighted sensory quality in order to carry out valid and
reliable sensory quality assurance.
5. Physical/chemical-sensory relationships: mapping perceived product attributes for
the purpose of relating them to instrumental, chemical, or physical properties.

3.4

Limitations of in-house panels

In-house panels are useful in all questions of quality and product development, but come
to their limitations in all questions of acceptance.
Evaluation of acceptance with an in-house panel should be avoided if possible as
following points can bias the results from those internal tests:
-

Employees tend to find reasons to prefer the products that they and their fellow
employees helped to make, or if morale is bad, find reasons to reject such
products.

-

Employees may be unable to weight desirable characteristics against undesirable
ones in the same manner as a consumer.

4 Sensory testing in market research
The main objective of hedonic/affective tests is to obtain the subjective and personal
opinion about a product or a product idea or concept.
Main questions are: e.g.


How do you evaluate the overall liking of the product?



What is good, what is bad in the overall impression of the product?

So, by applying of a consumer acceptance test, the manufacturer wants to reveal the
real opinion about their products by the consumers.
Consumer tests are most valuable if they can reveal real strength and weaknesses in
comparison to competitor on the market. If so, consumer tests are important for giving
manufacturer feedback which can be used for product improvement or marketing.
The use of qualitative and quantitative testing including in-house panels, home use tests,
focus groups and online research is common.

4.1

Applications

Sensory affective tests are used to obtain results from a large group of consumer (at
least 60) to a set of questions regarding preferences, acceptance for attributes of food
products.

They are applied in the following situations:
1. To determine overall preference or liking (acceptance) for a product or products
by a sample of consumers who represent the population for whom the product is
intended.
2. To determine preference or liking for broad aspect of product sensory properties
(aroma, flavour, appearance, and texture).
3. To measure consumer responses to specific sensory attributes of a product. Use
of intensity, hedonic, or “just-right” scales can generate data that can then be
related to the hedonic ratings and to descriptive analysis data (expert panel data).
4.2

General considerations

Before starting a test there are issues which must be considered.
4.2.1 Choice of test location
The test location has a direct impact on the results due to geographical location and
most importantly due to environmental influence on sensory perception of the products. It
is possible to receive completely different results even if the products and consumers are
the same just because of test location.
In general, there exit laboratory tests, central location tests (CLT) and home-use tests.
Table 9 explains the advantages and disadvantages of the different location types.

Table 9 Advantages and disadvantages of different test locations

Test locations
Laboratory tests

Advantages





Product

Disadvantages

preparation

and



Location suggests that the test

presentation can be carefully

product

originate

in

the

controlled

company or specific plant, which

Employees can be contacted on

can bias the evaluation

short notice to participate



Lack of normal consumption

Colour and other visual aspects



Lack of normal preparation does

can be masked

not mimic consumer behaviour
and experience at home

Central test



Evaluation

and

preparation



Test conditions are artificial in

under controlled condition

terms of preparation, amount



Products are tested by end-user

consumed, length an time of use



Conditions are good for large



Number of questions are limited

sample population



Limited information form the

location



Several products may be tested

data with regard to preference of

by one consumer during a test

different age groups etc.

session, thus allowing for a
considerable

amount

of

information for the cost per
consumer

Home-Use Test



Product

is

consumed

prepared
under

and



Time consuming and expensive

natural



Smaller set of respondents



Possibility of no response is

conditions of use


Information

regarding

preferences between products

greater


will be based on repeated use


More

questions

and

more

information can be collected
regarding
attitudes.

the

consumers

Maximum of three samples can
be compared



Incorrect product preparation

Factors influencing results in consumer testing by test location


Length of time the products are tested.



Controlled preparation in contrast to normal-use preparation of the product.



The perception of the product alone in a central location in contrast to conjunction
with other foods or personal care items in the home.



Influence of family member on each other in the home in home-use testing.



Length and complexity of the questionnaire.

4.2.2 Questionnaire design
The questionnaire is designed carefully by the market research institute respectively the
sensory lab. However, before contacting the institute it is of advantage to have an idea
about test objectives, sample and questionnaire.
For the questioning it is advisable to consider following things:


Keep the questionnaire as short as possible.



Keep the question clear and similar in style.

4.2.3 Sampling and demographics
The sample must be representative for the target group of the product.
Target group/consumer: represents the population for whom the product is intended to.
Information about the target groups is most often provided by the marketing department
in a company. However, in most cases it is only possible to test the products with a
limited number of consumers. In sensory acceptance studies, it is common that at least
60 persons participate in a consumer test. If sub-groups of analysis are sighted, each
sub-group must consists of at least 60 consumers.
In order to guarantee a well-balanced sample it is of importance to screen all candidates
before join into the consumer test.
Typical demographical distinctive factors are:


Gender



Age



Frequencies of consumption



Size of household



Income



Geographical location etc…

Factors influencing the screening process


Distinctive factors can be as detailed as possible, but this does not guarantee that
the results improve.



Most often it is more suitable only to limit these factors to three or four. Most
important in any case is the frequency of consumption and brand use.

4.3

Conception of cross-border tests

Cross-border tests are a special type of a consumer test. The main idea/objective is to
test the products at the same time with a sample from one country A and country B and
to compare the results in order to identify strength and weaknesses of own and
competitive products. They are very important if the manufacturer is coming from country
A and wants to enter the market in country B and vice versa.
Following questions must be answered during conception of a cross-border test:
1. Which products do I want to analyse/test?
2. Who is my target group?
3. In which city is my test most valuable?
4. Are there any regional differences in consumer behaviour, which have influences
on acceptance of the products? (e.g. north and south of Germany)
5. Is it easy to deliver my product to the other country? Do I have any restrictions?

4.4

Exemplary analysis and interpretation of cross-border consumer test results

In the following section an exemplary analysis is described in detail with the main
outcomes of the tests.
The structure is typically for an evaluation from sensory labs carrying out consumer
testing.

Following assumption:
The client of the institutes is a successful manufacturer of strawberry jam on the German
market. The company wants to enter the Danish market. For this reason they are
carrying out a consumer test. They have developed a new product and also want to
know if theirs current consumers accept the product.
4.4.1 Test objectives


Acceptability for their products on the Danish market



Acceptability for their new products on the German market



Evaluation of likes and dislikes of the products in the attribute “overall liking” to
identify strength and weaknesses

4.4.2 Test products
Overall 5 products:


2 competitive products



Own products (new development 1 & 2 and current product)

4.4.3 Methods
The test is carried out as an acceptance test.
Attributes are:


Appearance (scale 1 (terrible) to 7 (excellent))



Colour (-2 (too light) to +2 ( too dark))



Odour (scale 1 (terrible) to 7 (excellent))



Taste (scale 1 (terrible) to 7 (excellent))



Taste of strawberry (-2 (too little) to +2 ( too much))



Sweetness (-2 (too little) to +2 ( too sweet))



Overall Liking (scale 1 (terrible) to 7 (excellent))

Also open-ended-questions are used in terms of overall liking to reason the evaluation.
4.4.4 Analysis
Analysis is carried out by comparison of mean values by ANOVA with post-hoc
Tukeytest.
4.4.5 Interpretation and conclusions
Short summary

Figure 11 Acceptance profile from the consumer test, scale from 1 (terrible) to 7 (excellent)

The acceptance profile gives a good overview of the results in all main attributes and the
products to each other.
The detailed perspective in Figure 12 shows the position of the mean values more
clearly.

Figure 12 detail of acceptance profile



Competitor B is the best product in all attributes



Competitor A is on the second place

What CAN be drawn from this result

What CANNOT be drawn from this
result

General order/acceptance of the products

Reasons for the given scores

Figure 13 Overview „just-about-right-scales“; scales from -2 ( too little) to +2 (too much)

Figure 13 shows the results of the just-about-right questioning. It can be concluded as
follows:

Colour


Mean values for colour are the best for competitor A and B.



Products from the company are perceived as slightly too dark.

Taste of strawberry


All products receive means of negative values.



Current product of the company received best mean value, closed to zero.

Sweetness


All products receive mean values near zero.



Except competitor B, the means show a positive value reflecting a “slightly too
sweet” perception.

4.4.6 Significances
Based on calculations the products are grouped into different significance classes. They
are numbered by letters from A to Z.

Figure 14 Overview of the significance classes obtained by ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc
Table 10 Overview on significances of the products to each other

current

new product 1

new product 2

competitor A

competitor B

product
current product

/

Appearance,

Appearance,

Appearance,

taste

taste

odour

new product 1

Appearance,
/

Appearance

Appearance

odour, overall
liking

new product 2

Appearance,
taste

competitor A

Appearance,
taste

competitor B

Appearance,
odour

Appearance,
Appearance

Appearance

odour, taste,
overall liking

Appearance

appearance

Appearance,

Appearance,

odour, overall

odour, taste,

liking

overall liking

/

/

What CAN be drawn from this result?

What CANNOT be drawn from this
result?

Significant differences

No reason for significant differences

Looking for reasons, for acceptance or reluctance it is important to have a closer look
into the distribution of the entries and the additional open-ended questions in order to
obtain a complete picture of strength and weaknesses of the tested products.
For this reason attribute wise results are shown in the section below.
4.5

Results attribute wise

Appearance

Figure 15 Distribution of entries in the attribute “appearance”

Figure 15 shows the distribution of the entries in the attribute appearance. Looking at
theses, it becomes obvious, that especially new product 2 which has been evaluated as
worst product in attribute appearance, has only a few entries in the upper range of the
scale. Nearly 60% of the consumers voted with “poor” or even worst.

Colour

Figure 16 Distribution of entries in the attribute “colour”

In the attribute “colour” the reason for the bad evaluation of the appearance is revealed.
The “new product 2” is assessed as “slightly too dark” or “even too dark”. However, even
the products with the best mean values did not receive most of the evaluation at the ideal
point of the scale. The have been rated as slightly too light.

Attention in reading graphs


Especially in all “just-about-right” attributes it is very important to look at the
distributions as a very good mean value near zero can be deceptive. It is possible
that 50 % entries on the negative scale range neutralise 50% on the positive
range of the scale. Even though the product has a good mean value there is
scope of optimisation.

Obviously, the colour is important, but there must be another important issue in the
the appearance, because even though competitor A and B received a lot of entries on
entries on the negative scale range, they received the best mean values in appearance.
appearance. For this reason it is recommended to look in the open-ended questions, so
questions, so called Likes-Dislikes (see In the attribute “overall liking” the consumers
normally incorporate their experience with the product into the evaluation. In this test, it
became once more obvious that the “new product 2” is evaluated as the worst product,
followed by “new product 1” and “current product”. In this attribute the consumers are

asked to give the personal opinion upon these products as open ended questions (see
Table 11 Entries of the open-ended questions in the attribute „overall Liking“; most
entries).


Table 11 Entries of the open-ended questions in the attribute „overall Liking“;
most entries )

Odour

Figure 17 Distribution of entries in the attribute “odour”

There are only significant differences between competitor B and the other products (new
products 1 & 2, current products) and the distribution support this. In contrast to the
attribute appearance the distributions are very similar for new product 1 & 2 and current
product.

Taste

Figure 18 Distribution of entries in the attribute “taste”

In the attribute taste the distribution for the product “new product 2” is noticeable. Nearly
50% of the consumer rated this product as poor or even less in the taste. For the other
products it becomes clear that none of the products is rated as very good. Even the
competitive products received ratings on the lower range of the scale.
Reasons for this evaluation can be found in the results of the attributes “taste of
strawberry” and “sweetness”.

Taste of strawberry

Figure 19 Distribution of entries in the attribute “taste of strawberry”

It becomes directly clear that “new product 2” is sensed as “too less strawberry taste”.
Over 80% of the consumers rated this product in this attribute on the negative range of
scale. But also the other products were all sensed as “a little bit too little strawberry
taste”.

Sweetness

Figure 20 Distribution of entries in the attribute “sweetness”

In case of “sweetness” the most of the consumers assessed for all products on the
optimum scale point. For this reason any negative influence on the complete taste
acceptance are referred to an unbalanced taste of strawberry or any negative taste
impression.

Overall Liking

Figure 21 Distribution of entries in the attribute “overall liking”

In the attribute “overall liking” the consumers normally incorporate their experience with
the product into the evaluation. In this test, it became once more obvious that the “new
product 2” is evaluated as the worst product, followed by “new product 1” and “current
product”. In this attribute the consumers are asked to give the personal opinion upon
these products as open ended questions (see Table 11 Entries of the open-ended
questions in the attribute „overall Liking“; most entries).
Table 11 Entries of the open-ended questions in the attribute „overall Liking“; most entries

Likes
Competitor A

Competitor B

New product 2



Dislikes

Good colour, appearance,



Not fruity enough

visible fruits



Slightly to less red



Good sweetness



Good colour, appearance,



Not fruity enough

visible fruits



Slightly to less red

Sweetness



not fruity enough



Dark,



Mouldy smell



New product 1



Sweetness



Mouldy and earthy smell

Current



Fruity



Not fruity enough

product

Open ended questions


Open ended questions are a very good opportunity for the consumers to reason
the evaluation and to mention things which might have not been considered
during the test.



If summarizing these open-ended questions it must be done very carefully. This is
qualitative data and in any case the project manager of this test cannot be 100%
sure if e.g. consumer A means the same by the expression “mouldy” as consumer
B with “earthy”. Wrong summarisation can lead to wrong conclusions.



Only consider entries which are mentioned by several consumers. In case of a
test with 60 consumers, normally entries from at least 5 are reasonable.

4.5.1 Recommendations from this fictive test
The results show that the product (current products, new products 1 & 2) are not ready to
enter on the German respectively the Danish market.
Product specific instructions from this test:


Current product is the best product at the moment.



New product 2 has remarkable deficits in the strawberry taste and in the dark
colour.
o Changing these attributes to a stronger strawberry taste and a lighter
colour will definitely increase consumer acceptance.



Both new products are described as mouldy and earthy in the smell. Every offflavour has normally a negative influence on acceptance. The reasons for the offflavour must be found and removed. This will also increase the acceptance of the
consumers.
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